La Marzocchi Linea EE
(2 Group)
La Marzocco Linea EE
(2 Group)

Features:
Dual Boilers: Separate for steam tank and espresso group
Saturated Groups: Ensure thermal stability for each and every shot
Warranty: La Marzocco has a guaranteed one-year parts warranty

Capacity:
Up to 75 espresso shots per hour
Varies upon usage

Dimensions:
Height: 18"
Width: 28"
Depth: 22"

Electrical Configuration:
Voltage: 220 VAC
Max. Amp Draw: 30 A
NEMA Connection: L6-30

Plumbing:
Connection: ¾” compression
Drainage: ¾” waste water drain out
Pump and filtration: Often requires installation of below-counter system
Backflow prevention: must comply with local codes and laws